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NONLINEAR GALERKIN METHOD AND CRANK-NICOLSONMETHOD FOR VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW�Yin-nian He Dong-sheng Li Kai-Tai Li(College of Siene, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an 710049, China)AbstratIn this artile we disuss a new full disrete sheme for the numerial solu-tion of the Navier-Stokes equations modeling visous inompressible ow. Thissheme onsists of nonlinear Galerkin method using mixed �nite elements andCrank-Niolson method. Next, we provide the seond-order onvergene au-ray of numerial solution orresponding to this sheme. Compared with the usualGalerkin sheme, this sheme an save a large amount of omputational time underthe same onvergene auray.Key words: Nonlinear Galerkin method, Crank-Niolson method, Visous inom-pressible ow. 1. IntrodutionNonlinear Galerkin method is numerial method for dissipative evolution partialdi�erential equations where the spatial disretization relies on a nonlinear manifoldinstead of a linear spae as in the lassial Galerkin method. More preisely, oneonsiders a �nite dimensional spae Vh�h being some parameter related to the spatialdisretization�whih is splitted as Vh = VH+Wh, where H � h andWh is a onvenientsupplementary of VH in Vh. One looks for an approximate solution uh lying in amaniod � = graph� of Vh;uh takes the form uh = vH+�(vH) where vH lies in VH and� is a mapping from VH intoWh. The method redues to an evolution equation for vH ,obtained by projeting the equations under onsideration on the manifold � = graph�.The related works see [1, 2, 3℄. In a lassial Galerkin method, typially, we have � = 0.The papers[2;3℄ have extended the nonlinear Galekrin method to the Navier-Stokesequations in the framework of mixed �nite elements. However, the paper[2℄ does notdeal with the ase of time disretization and the paper[3℄ only obtains the �rst-orderonvergene aaray for time disretization. Our purpose here is to modify the approx-imate sheme of [2℄ and onsider the disretization with respet to time of the modi�edsheme by the Crank-Niolson method[4℄. Also, we aim to derive the full seond-orderonvergene auray of numerial solution orresponding to this full disrete sheme.Finally, we ompare the full diserete sheme with the usual Galerkin sheme, whihshows that the new full disrete sheme is more simple than the usual Galerkin sheme.� Reeived January 10, 1995.1) The projet was supported by State Key Basi Researh Projet and the NSF of China.
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 be a bounded domain in R2 assumed to have a Lipshitz-ontinuous boundary�. We onsider the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations desribing the ow of avisous inompressible uid on�ned in 
:�u�t � ��u+ (u � r)u+rp = f in 
�R+divu = 0 in 
�R+ (2.1)u = 0 on ��R+u(0) = u0 in 
where u = (u1; u2) is the veloity, p is the pressure, f represents the density of bodyfore, � > 0 is the visosity and u0 is the initial veloity with divu0 = 0.In order to introdue a variational formulation, we setY = L2(
)2;M = L20(
) = nq 2 L2(
); Z
 qdx = 0oWe denote by (�; �); j � j the inner produt and norm on L2(
) or L2(
)2 and identifyL2(
) with its dual spae. We setAu = ���u; B(u; v) = (u � r)v + 12(div u)vIt is well known that A is a linear unbounded self-adjoint operator in Y with domainD(A) = (H2(
)\H10 (
))2 dense in Y ; and A is positive losed and the inverse A�1 ofA is ompat, self-adjoint in Y . We then an de�ne the powers As of A for any s 2 R;the spae D(As) is a Hilbert spae when endowed with the salar produt (As�; As�)and norm jAs � j. We setX = D(A12 ) = H10 (
)2; k � k= jA12 � j; ((�; �)) = (A12 �; A12 �)Next, we de�ne the bilinear formsa(u; v) = �hAu; vi 8u; v 2 XD(v; q) = (q;div v) 8v 2 X; q 2Mand the trilinear form b(u; v; w) = hB(u; v); wi 8u; v; w 2WSo, we obtain the variational formulation of problem (2.1):For any t > 0, �nd a pair (u(t); p(t)) 2 X �M suh that(ut; v) + a(u; v) + b(u; u; v) �D(v; p) = (f; v) 8v 2 XD(u; q) = 0 8q 2M (2.2)


